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:An Editorial

The News Backs

•• •

At last weekend's Ohio College Newspaper· Association
convention the question "Since a campus newspaper is a
monopoly and is supported by the university, should it
back a candidate in student elections?" was raised in a
iymposium on newspaper ethics.
·
Don E. Weaver, retired editor of the Columbus Citizen.Journal, offered the following response: "I think it should
endorse a candidate if the paper leans over backwards
to be fair to his opponent. The same objections which
such action would arouse have been made to me as the
editor of a commercial when we have backed candidates,
and I feel that they are unfair, because a great number
of people want to know what the newspaper thinks. If
you don't express yourself on issues such as this, you are
just a neutml, a billboard."
We agree with Mr. Weaver and feel that he brings up
a valid point when he notes that objections based 0~1 the
fact that there is only one newspaper at a school simply
fail to hold water. If one were to accept this principle of
one-newspaper·-no-stand, _then he would have to apply it
also to any town or city in which only one newspaper
-·--·--· exists.·'lt simply would not be fair for them to take a stand
on anything. Furthermore, the fallacy of this principle
is also shown by application to a city with two newspapers.
A consistent application of the principle would demand
that the papers get together and agree each to take one
side of each issue, regardless of whether they felt the
issue to be right, simply to grant equal support.
This idea of endorsement of candidates by college
11ewspapers did not originate at Xavier last yea1·. Rather,
it has been the trend across at least the state in the past:
couple years. Before the News endorsed a candid~te last
year, it sent representatives to the OCNA conventiOn and
they learned there that more and more papers were following similai'· policies. Again this year News delegates
in Columbus verified the continued policy of college newspaper endorsements across the state.
.
. A final argument in favor of an endorsement 1s the
nwre active role which a newspaper is being called on to
play in college as well as public life. It is becoming increasingly seen not as a privilege but as an obligation
for a newspapel' to become involved, to help shape opinion,
and not just to report it. Francis Dale, dynamic young publisher of the Enquirer echoed these sen tim en Is in a speech
in Columbus just last weekend.

Bob Joseph
Having spoken perhaps too long in our own defense, we
tun1 to out· own endorsement for student council president for 19ui-68. The News feels that the clcareut choice
for· this office is Bob Joseph.
· Joseph's record is indeed impressive. Last year, fot·
example, as· councilman, l1e was behind much of the
most important legislation to come out. Among his achievements are: pt·octorship reform that allowed for selection
of proctors by application rather than appointment, creation of the Man of the Year award, Student Council loans
for campus clubs, breakfast with the president. He was one
of the framers of the new council constiution allowing
for school-wide election of the president of council.
As vice-president of Student Council under Tom Hernies, Joseph's record is even more outstanding. 'fhe effects of his work as chairman of the Speakers Committee will be felt for years to come. In bringing such speak-er·s as Norman Thomas, Philip O'Mara, and Dean Manion.
lte has exercised a policy of inviting speakers who will
not merely confil•m opinions already held, but will challenge beliefs and stim.ulate inquir·y into ot.het· modes of
thought. Hopefully, this type of approach will become a
tr·adtion at Xavier. Joseph is the kind of man to bring
this about.
Complelnenting .Joseph's proven abilities are the qualIfications of his r·unning mate Chris Mulle. Mulle adds bal·
ance to the ticket and should represent well the Husmart
and Brockman students among whom be lives and whom
he knows and understands. In summal'Y, the News feels
that the Josei>h-Mulle combination justly deserves our
aupport.

Next Thursday and Friday the
Xavier student body will have
ils annual opportunity to select
the men who will control the
Student Council for the next
academic year.
Commissionet• of E 1 e c t i on s
John Russell ' announced that
voting will take pl·ace at the
booths across from the Gl'ill and
next to the cafeteria on April
27 and 28.
Xavier voters will choose their
Student Council p1·esldent from
among three candidates: junior
Bob Joseph, vice-president of
C o u n c i I this year, and Jack
Goger, an able worker on this
year's social committee,
Jim Slatter:r of Chicago, a jun-

JOSEPH and MULLE
-News (Get.z) Photo

lor. Is the third presidential candade, Dick Zang·lin of Deh·oit, a
sophomore, will be his })artner
running for vice-p••esident.
Running mate for Joseph is
Chris Mulle, a junior business
major from Detroit and a Husman Hall resident. Joseph, also
from Detroit, is a History majol'
who lives in Marion Hall.
Mike Cooney joins Goge•·, a
sophomore political science major from Roselle, New Jersey,
and a Brockman Hall resident.
Cooney, also a sophomore, hails
from Westfield, New Jersey, and
resides off campus. He is an
English major.
The rules for the elections of
class officet•s and representatives
are as follows: Three representatives will be elected from each
class. The president and the vicepresident will be elected by their
representative classes. The man
who receives the most votes will
be president and !he man rccei\·ing the second highest number o(
votes w i 11 be vice-president.
Campaign week will run from
April 24-28 with speeches to be
held April 26 at 1:30 p.m. All
classes except the current seniors
will be able to vote.
Senior Class President:
Jay Moriarty
William Maier, Jr.
Robert E. Schabc1·g
Senior Class Itepresenta&ive:
Ray DePaulo
Dan McNamara
David Thumann
.Jim Cullen
William M. Reichert

GOGEit and COONEY
-News (Kelley) Photo
Junior Class President:
Patl'ick King
Timothy J. Savage
Peter Lanfrit
Jack O'Toole
Alfred J. Lechner, Jr.
Junioa· Class ltep•·esentative:
Brian J. Donlon
L. Patl'ick Kelley
Ed Bmeggeman
Edward Schmitt
Andy Robbins
Sophomore Class President
Alexander Smith
Sopbomoa·e Class Represen&ative:
James E. Hosty
Linus Bieliauskas

Katzenb-erger Killed in Vietnam;
Former Xavier Baseball Player
Sgt. Raymond Lee Katzenbel'get•, 25, a 1965 graduate
of Xavier Univet·sity, has been killed in Vietnam. Details
of his death have not been released.
........................................
A native of Indianapolis, Sgt.
Kalzenberget· attended Indianapolis Cathedral High School and
was graduated from Scecina Me·
moria! High School in Indianapolis in 1958. Before coming to
Xavier, he studied at Indiana
University,

__

--

Survivors include his father,
Ray K. Katzenberger; and two

sisters, Mrs. Mal'tha Sue Jackson and Miss Mary Katzenberger;
all of Indianapolis; and his matemal grandmother, Mt·s. Lee F.
Ratterman, 2750 Obset•vatory Rd.

While at Xavier, he was a
catcher on tbe !Uusketee•· baseball
team J.a·om 1962 t.o 1965. Because
of his quickness and a strong
tluowing arm. he caught the eye
of several professional baseball
~~eoul.s. His best season as a hitter was .275.
He was the ne1~hew of Rev.
Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., Xaviet• vice president, student affail'S, and George RaltCI'man, forrn~t· Campbell County, Kentucky,
rshct'iff,
Following gntduation from XuSgt. Katzenberger joined
The Procter & Gamble Co. as a
sale!> trainee. He was serving an
Indianapolis tenito1·y for P & G
at the time he entca·ed the army
in mid-1966. He underwent training at Foa·t Knox, Ky., before hill
vie~·,

asaigpment in Vietnam.

-New~t (Gerry) Pilote
WIIAT IS THE- AWFUl. SECRET behind the dooa·s of Brockman
Hall? Baffled B1·ockmanite Bruce Duffy points out the mystel'iou•
"thing" that has puz;>:led dormies !or weeks. Read griplling expolt
en. page 3.
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Pa:e Two

Editorials

War Rally: A Call to .. ~??
As we see it, the war rally hoax of two weeks ago had
nn unintended effect. It seems that its purpose was to
stimulate thought on the war in Vietnam. But t~e. mannet· in which it was presented was too unc:;ophtsltcated.
Many people, by seeing through it. re"·?_~cled the hoax as
nwt·e of a jol{e than a call to rationality. But those who
did not see through it were antagonized. This is where
the hoax really failed.
Anta.,.onism is rarely healthy in an academic community. ~'lo one likes to be told that he is stupid. :But
whether he lil{es it or not, it. is poor pEycholog:r. Antagonism sets up a defense reaction which leads to complacency or anget·. Neither of these promotes thought.
We agree that reason should never be aba!ldoned o!l
any question, inclutlin?; war. But we do not tlunk that Jt
1 ~- • ... • .. ,cs which are themselves uncan be foster,··
rea;;ona ble.
-T.L.G.,'M ..T.H. -

Pragmatically Speal<.ing
A national magazine recently reported today'!'; younger
generation's one ideal as pragmatism: The value of ;m
object or action is whether it worl<s. This was never more
evident than today.
Today's student Jool{S at the present economic system
and finds wholesale failure. Entire nations face stanation in the midst of plent,\·. Segments of society, the
Negro, the Mexican, the rn<lian, face economic segregation. Anyone non-white finds social advancement virtually
impoesible.
He looks at the war in Vietnam as a failure. Eithe1· because we are there in the first place. or else he senses
a lack of firmness in our leaders. Washington seems to
fluctuate from hot to cold in seeking the almighty consensus. The indecision, or faihu·e to communicate the decision, strikes the student' as being worse than the war
itself. To die fm· a just cause is one thing, but to fear that
the sacrifice may be cheated of all significance causes one
to hesitate.
The civil rights movement has lost its perspective. One
so often gets the impression the Negro wants 100 years
of discrimination wiped off the books as a bad dream.
'l'he Negroes realize, as so few whites do, that they have
been cheated-yet they go to the opposite extJ·f'me. You
cannot remake a society, right or wrong, overnight. For
the Negro to act contempuously of whites is just as wrong
as the white man's attitude in the first place. 'J'he middle of the road is what both groups need-a seeking of
nnde1·standing from both viewpoints is Jacking. Give every
man his due, but give nothing for nothing.
The most sta1tling pronouncemetlt of the younger
generation's ideal of pragmatism is his view toward education. Colleges are packed to the breaking point and stiJJ
the rentless seat·ch for the key to our world continues.
Every majot• research program is dominated by youth,
the greatest advancements in every field are contributed
by the undet·-thhty generation- yet they still are not
satisfied with their world.
But toward what goal is pragmatism ]eading, what
does it seek? ls this gener·ation the fh·st to realize that
the Utopia sought by the idealist of the 18th and 19th
centuries is really possible'? Admitted, a Utopia of slightly
diffeJ·ent definition, but an equality of mankind· nonetheless. It is in searching for this equality that is created
the impatience with which the Vietnam war and the Civil
• Rights movement are viewed. As if the younger generation is saying to its elders, "You are doing it an wrong,
let us show you the way." But although youth may poss~ss
the answers, age still controls the apparatus, and the
gap between the two is infinite. One refuses to recognize
the other; the other refuses to wait.
-T.L.L.

War and Peaceniks

Lettt~rs

* *
*
*
Montwieler Immoderately Takes Maloney to Task;
Charges "Distortion of Fact'' in Name of Truth
'l'o TUE EIIJTOR Ol' TJJE NEWS:

Let us not ask the question
"Are you bombing with me,
Jesus?"; let's ask the more important question-"Just what the
hell does Jesus have to do with
the war in Vietnam?" A pox on
both your houses, pacifi~ts and
militarists!!! If indeed there is a
loving God it is dubious to say
that he is on our side-whatever
that side happens to be. If man
cannot solve the problems he
made without introducing some
concept of an Every Right position, then we ought to forget all
about any concept of natural law,
and human morality. Excuse my
frankness, but the Truth does not
exist-and it's time we took off
our white and black hats and put
on the grey ones. They become
us so well. Our ethical system
had best be built upon human
conditions and not divine hypothesises if we at·e to Jive in
peace with one another.
I choose to criticize Mike Maloney's article in the paper last
week-let me give credit where
it is due, and discredit where that
is due. Maloney of course is entitled to express his opinions,
howevet·, he is not entitled to
distort fact and call it truth.

Maloney's first point is that
we didn't try elections; our fit·st
recou-rse was to war to "solve"
our problems. While Maloney's
inquisition is valid, which by the
way ought to be asked._of Ho also,
as there was never any att~mpt
t<1 hold election in the northern
sector of Vietnam either, the second half of his first point is incorrect. There were less than
thirteen hundred advisors in
Vietnam until the end of 1961.
While it is of course granted that
the majority of these- men had
military assignments, they were
by no means entirely sJ}ent on
this as their sole mission-school
instruction, agr·icultural assistance, and hospital administration
were all among the topics discussed. The United States is of
com·se guilty· of violating the
Geneva Accord; however, we
must realize that neither the
United States nor South Vietnam
signed that document. .As a matter of fact, the U. s. pledged that·
it would support the government
of the south against any attempt
of aggression. We have done this.
Further, it ought to be noted
tor those who· believe that the
conflict is essentially a civil war
because of the declaration which
stated that the demarcation. line
was not to be construed as the
boundar·y for any political entity,
that even before the ·v..•ar ·the

eountry ~as split into roughly
two sections. '11le fact that eight

themselves-but make sure tbey
•re facts.

hundred thousand people went
south and eighty thousand went
north substantiates this. Further,
history teaches us a dear lesson-in spite of the de jure attitude which we have a habit of
adopting-whenever a country is
split in two, it developes into two
political entities-witness if you
will Korea, Germany, and the
Dakota Tenitory.

Maloney's fifth point is his
strongest; and one with which I

Maloney's second contention is
~ot really any more than opinion
-he is fitting his concept of what
a just war ought to be to the
Vietnamelie situation. Pre-emptive wm·s have been fought
throughout history (of course
Maloney would have a point if
he had really wanted to make it
-the only thing that such a conflict pre-empts is peace). Moreover, Mr. Maloney ought not be
allowed to confuse the various
phases of wm·-to speak oJ war
as a whole is, at best, \lllwise.
Escalations can exist only if there
are indeed distinctions as to levels of conflict.
Again in point three Maloney
states that in the strict sense
every offensive war is immoral;
and then he quotes a general
statement concerning a condition
that existed four years ago and
expects us to accept it at face
value today. This is shoddy argumentation. The first criticism
I level is at Maloney's use of the
terms "sh·ict" and "every." .I've
heard it said that god is deadbut I never· knew that Malon.ey
was his second begotten son.
Come off the high horse, the
Cong are getting as much help as
the F-105's Jet get by; I would
admit that this is small and that
consequently the gorillas have to
Jive off the land. But hell man,
you've got an army of foreigners
fighting again'st a de facto government in a country which
doesn't belong to the insurgents
and you say it's not clear as to
who is the aggreggor. Right!
Maloney's fourth point, taken
at face value, is worthless: it is·
not Ame1·ica's sell defense we are
fighting- for- few would even
consider tendering such a point.
We are in- Vietnam (among other reasons says I with t:ne tongue
in me cheek) to counter communist aggression. Maloney then
goes on t<1 quote the President
(out of cont~xt of course); I
would attempt -to offer to the
public all the reasons we are in
Vietnam and all the reasons we
ought not to be there if it were
not by nQw simply pedantic jibberish. ·Let the factS speak for

1:11 ~111'1 \AIIG\IM.£
A'f)'D Mo"£ 'llll.oloc,"'

Mo111l II"T•t~V

Recently students and educatm·s protesting American
policy in Vietnam raised several quesliQns. Peaceniks are
lJUick to charge cr·edibility gaps and distortion of facts,
yet they give very Jittle to back up their charges.
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How do the peaceniks support their charges of "warmonger Amer·ican politicians" when Ho Chi Minh has refused every peace overture made by the United Nations,
England, France, Japan and at least thirty-odd offers
from President Johnson?
How do they account for the change in Senator
Brooke's attitude after he had visited the war fJ•ont'!
Why is it that if the majority of people do not favor
the war, as the peaceniks claim, politicians refuse to !Uake
withdrawal of American troops f1·om Vietnam an issue?
In fact, politicians claim a "peace-at-any-price" candidate
cannot win and they are overly careful to refrain from a
_peace-attitude.
•rhis seems to indicate that the majorit.y of people
are still concen1e1l with an expansion of communism;
Uwt the majority still want an Amm·ican victory; and
that the peaceniks are still only an overly vociferous minority.
-·r.L.L.

to the Editor

Too

MANY

CHtErs

feel I can eoncur without being
inconsistent. Human life ought
not to be snuffed out. The U. S.
can probably do a more effective job of stopping infiltration
without won.ving so damn much
about non-existent industries.
My dear friends, it is high time
we stopped deluding ourselves
about this "god is on our side"
bit; it is utterly abhorent to the
way man acts, and it constantly
gets in the way when one tries
to solve the present problems by
compromise; and being quite
realistic, compromise provides the
only solution (feasible) to the
situation. I am thoroughly disgusted with tho5e who burned the
flag because all they see is black,
and actually disgusted with those
who want to bomb Hanoi becnuse
all they see is white. Let's get
the picture, the whole pictureleast ways as much of the picture
as we can. The whole world. is
composed of greys and those who
paint it red, or red white and•
blue are equally ridiculous. ·u
there is any ·hope. for man it is
in being able to solve his problems l'ationally. l feel sick with
god on my side.
This is not the time to go into
eommunist tactics and strategy (I
choose the terms with· a knowledge· of their fulJ military significance) nor is it the place to
discuss America's duopoly of
containment and mollification:· It
is however the time and place to
forward for criticism the proposition . that it is not life, but the
good Jile that makes Jife worth
Jiving. It is up to each one of us
to mull that over in our minds
and hearts.
It is with a heavy heart that
I offer the most simplicistic of
all solutions-we must negotiate
on terms of what relatively is
true, or seems true. I never saw
Jesus in a Thunderchief, but I
never saw him toss a hand grenade into a hospital either. True
to form, I've never seen Jesus.

I remain, the ·
Essentially moderate,
Montwieler

A Hot Issue
TO THE EDI'J'OR 011' 'J'llB NEWS:

Let me thank whomever is responsible for the w o n d e r f u I
maintenance of heat in Alter
Hall. Not since last June has the
heat been so intense in our adequate classroom building. The result, at least in my case, has
been terrific. Since last w e e k
J've lost twenty pounds in that
oversized steam bath, whose revered ha1ls are .ti1led with the
odious fragrance of Ban. I've also
had the opportunity to prove the
ability of my ball point pen to
write under water (perspiration).
My wrinkle-free shirt has lived
up to every expectation and zits
•re no longer a problem since
my appetite Jacks a craving for
the gooey mess oozing out of
the candy machines. Oth«s, too,
have benefited from the heat.
To date, not one secretary has
experienced any unnecessary
chi11s caused by the expensive
cooling unit that we as students
help to support. Let's hope that
we can eontinue in this wonderful tradition in which a handful ol rules the fate of so r~~any.
Gene Nevius. '69.
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Presidential Platforms Proposed
Bob Joseph-Chris -Mulle

Jack Coger- Mike Cooney

Chris and I ba~"e our platform
on increased contact with the
atudent body and willingness to
experiment and innovate. We feel
that constant work with organitation on campus will help to
achieve this best. The platform
itself is a guideline for Council
work that we begin now, worlc
over during the summer, and put
through next year.

program by having a pool of
possible topics and speaKers to
choose from, rather than operating on a week-to-week basis.

r. Reorganization and implementation of the pt·csent struc:
ture and facilities o[ Student
Council.

7. Speakers for the Business
Sehool: We have talked with Dr.
Hailstones about cooperating with
the business school to bring leaders in business and economics to
Xavier through t h e Speakers
Committee.

A. We propose to spread out
the influence and channels or
authority of Student Council.

1. Student Discounts: Through
working with local bu~iness establishments and the chamber of
commerce we can initiate a student discount cat·d.

8. Pass-Fail: We will work
through the Academic Committee to investigate the pass-fail
system for certain non-major
upper division electives.

2. Medin&' with C I u b Presl•ents: We will be holding periodic m~tings with club presidents. The meetings will serve
for information on Council services, for mutual exchange of ideas
between clubs, and as a clearing
house for complaints and suggestions.

9. Meetlnrs ia trae Dorms: We
plan to hold some of om· meetings in the dorms so that we
can have increased contact with
the students.

3. Think Bi~ Soeially: The social program. includes a planned
concert s e r i e s, varying mixer
formats, and having the social
chairman w o 1' k regularly with
club representatives to iroD out.
difficulties and conflicts.
5. AdaJ;tblion of Course Evaluation: We will ask the-faculty to
spend some time in the middle
of a Semester discussing t h e i r
teaching effectiveness. In t be
evaluation itself, we plan to include informa-tion from the
teacher giving the goals, course
plan, test and - paper requirements. This, in. addition to the
s t u dent evaluation, will give
more complete information. -

10. Rapport with the News: We
plan to work with the News to
publicize Council. projects and
resolutions and their progress.
Through cooperation on the editorial and reporting level we will
initiate one more concrete way
of helping the student body know
the .projects of Council.

The platform includes the major points of our program, but
doesn't emphasize the attitude
which we will try to achieve. That
attitude is one of constantly talking with students- individually
or through the clubs-to find out
what &be~ want from Student
Council. We will be aiming to
know continually what the students think of the programs;
what improvements they want. In
short, ·we want to really represent the student body.
Bob Joseph
Chris Mulle

8. Fast Prolt'am Chan~es: We
will begin to initiate a long-range

Tom Gravelle

Notebook

Philosophy' and War
A couple of weeks ago, a
young man was sentenced to
2 Y:.! years in prison for refusing to replace h i s burned
draft card. The judge ex·
plained to him, "[ must be
concerned for th_e thousands
of our men in V i e t n a m,
many of whom, I am sure,
are just as opposed to this
war,. philosophically, as you
are." 0 n e of Cincinnati's
newspapers editorialized on
this point: "~hilosophically,
no intelligent person. of con·
science likes or wants war
anywhere, anytime." The
few, however, " .•• cannot
be permitted to shirk a duty
that the many make sacri·
fices to perform."

man has at his disposal to
discern the highest tntth. To
hold that he should dismiss
philosophy when a discipline
which is derived from it is
in opposition is to ask a man
to act against his reason.
1'his would be a mistake, for
man has a moral responsibility to stick by his highest
insights, even if they are
contrary to the will of the
state. This position is not unpatriotic. It was maintainf'!d
by the court at Nuremburg.

•

On the other hand, it is
wrong to assume that an inte11igent man would be unable to support, and even demand, war by means of phi.
'
losophy. As a matter of fact,
most political philosophers
The young man, David have
the principle
Miller, may very well be of waraccepted
provided
that certain
guilty. But t_he opinions ex- conditions are met.
I would
pressed by the judge and the add that if war were
newspaper concerning hI s supported pbflosophically,not
it
guilt are, I think, incorrect. would become morally re1'he -first one suggests that a pugnant. For instance, to
philosophical conviction, al• support war economically
beJt true, should be aban,. would be to make of it an
doned when a statute con•tradlcts it. The second one armed ·robbery.
suggests t h a t war cannot
Philosophy, then, Is funbe des.lrable phllosophlcalJy. damental to the question of
The third suggests that the war. Any attempt to make
few must figbt because the light of it in a judgment permany a r e · fighting. In all taining to war is bound to
of these cases, philosophy be self-defeating. An examseems to be. treated as a ple of this would be the unchild who is patted on the philosophical position t h a t
head and told to play in the the few should fight because
yard after raising an embar· the many are fighting. This
rassing question.
makes no more sense than
maintaining t h a t the few
But philosophy Is· more should cheat in business beImportant t b a n this. It is cause the many are cheat•
the highest natural means a,, ing.

.

•

•

1. We would change the dOI'•
mitoa·y council from a dormant
organization into a strong and
active fol'ce rept·escnting the
ideas and opinions of the students in each individual dormilot·y.

more workable rclation~hip between Student Council and the
faculty.
a. Including facully members
as much as possible in Student
Council progt·ams.
b. Employing the ideas and assistance of the faculty as well
as the students in the formation
, of future Council plans.
B. We feel that the organization we have outlined is neeessary and will succeed because of
these points:

a. We pl'opose to accomplish
this by the appointment o[ two
dormitory council men to evet·y
floor in every dorm.

1. There will be a g rca t c r
amount of student representation
and therefore a grea!ct· amount
of student participation in the
programs of Student Council.

b. Heading this d or m ito r y
council will be a chait·man who
will serve as a liasion between
the dormitories and S t u d e n t
Council. He will serve as a permament m e m b e r o( Student
Council.

2. An increased interest on the
part of the students in Student
Council and in all campus activities because of the feeling
of in\'olvcmcnt this reorg-anization would promote.

2. We propose the establishment of a committee whose sole
concet•n would be to rel'lect the
ideas, opinions, and questions of
the commuting stud en t. The
chait·man of which would also
serve as an official member of
Student Council,

a. Names, addresses and telephone numbers of these committee members would be l>llblished
in the student directory for easy
reference.
b. The institution of an "Idea
Box" in the grill whereby students may easily offer suggestions, ideas and opinions for considet·ation by Student Council.
3. We .it:1tend to make a more
concentrated effort to seek out
the aid and advice of faculty
members in problems confronting the University' community
and to establish a greatel' and

3. The e s t a b I i s h m c n t or a

means w h c t' e by the faculty's
ideas which we feel arc at present ignored if not stifled may
be offet·ed for due consideration.
4. We would affirm the right
or the faculty to participation in
Student Council activities and
policy formation.

II. We have already initiated
a progt·am scheduled fot· next fall
which we believe will pl'ove most
beneficial to an students. It will
be called Careers Opportunity
Series. We have designed this
program with the assistance of
Col.· Jesse Brown, head of the
Placement Office. Through it we
wiU bring speakers, movies, and
"ca1·eer clinics" to the campus,
thus giving the students a chance
to investigate the various opportunities open to him in his
field of study.
III. We believe that any im-

pro\'emcnts realized in the >.pcak•
ers committee. social act i\'it il·s,
religious committee, etc .. ~houlcL
be improvements expected or the
Student Council; the!'c arc things
that should be routine for the
Student Council. We hope, however, that through our plan we
can incorporate into all student
activities the ideas, interests and
pa rlicipa lion of the studcn t~ in a
greater <tnd more active way.
IV. We would attempt to initiate a series of non-credit ~cm
inars, with the various department chairmen workin:; out those
pro~t·:m1s which arc most fca~i
blc for their departments. 'l i:e
students will be polled on thcit·
preferences. The ~cminar~ ll'ould
be held for a gi\'cn period of
time (i.e .. for two consceuti\·e
weeks) with ! he lectures being
presented by visiting pro[cssm·s
or ot het· men whom the cl i l'l'erent
chairmen would deem interc~ting
and informative.
V. A re-evaluation of the present grueling system.

A. We would concJuct n thorough investigation into the possibility of a plus grnding s,,·stt-m,
e.g. this system would· gi\-c the
student with an 85 a\·cra~·c a B
and a student with an 89 :werage
a B+.
B. We w o u 1 d also scriou~l.V
consider the Pass-Fail syolcm
with t·cgnrd to such cour,;cs as
Theology and n.o:r.c.
We hope that by rc[orming \be
Student Council the students will
have an organization that truly
l'Cprescnts them and their interests. We contend that this rcorg:mization will enhance the
ability and c(['cctiveness o[ the
students working together with
the faculty in aecomplishiP'_: the~c
and other programs and in their
relationship with the ndmin:stration.
John J. Coger
Michael T. Cooney

Formica Strips Mystify Dor111ies;
May Close Door 011 Carpels
By PAUL 1\IAIER, News Associate Editor

1'here is a logical explanation for everything, ('Specin lly
at Xavier. If some sceptical reader wants proof, he needs
to look no further than Brockman Hall, the scene of the
most baffling mystery on campus since the Guppy Colossus.
The event which triggered the
mystery was Lhe ·attachment, almost two weeks ago, or cryptic
brown panels on the bottom of
each and every door inside
BI'Ockman Hall. The panels, made
of heavy-duty Formica and firmly affixed, were installed for no
apparent reason and without a
word of explanation.
Befuddled B r o e k m a n l te •
emr.rced from their eubieles t•
stud, the eurious obJeets and
muse oa their airalfleanee. ·TheJ"
recalled . ..,elr treqeuut requests
to the admiDiatratloa for earpetln&' In tbe dorm; eould this be
lbeir repiJ'!'
· ·
One student speculated that the
strips might be intended to fortify
the doors against attackby Iggy,
the Brockman Iguana.
But the real motive was revealed ·by Mr. Charles Roeder, a
prominent figure in the University's large Maintenance depart•
ment. Mr:Roeder told the News
that the plates had been installed
at his request, with the_ approval
of the Budget Committee, "to
keeJ) the doo!-'s ft·om getting
kicked on the bottom."
He -added that the new installation would protect the dool's
from being burned with ciga•
rettes and lighters. Dot·mies have
been. known to _ignite pools of
lighter fluid beneath the doors,

but they question the nece>sity
of the new reinforcement.
''You cou!dn't burn a hole
through one of those dool's with
a fiame tht·owet·," one resident
said.

A numbc1· of tll" donnies. still
UJ!scl bce.ausc fln•ir rcqut•sts for
cat·pcting- lu1d heen 11enicd. want·

ed to know how much the un•
PXJlccted girts hall cost. l.Ur.
Hocder did not know.
One thing, howcvct·, was sure.
Long aftet· the walls or Brockman Hall ha\'c crumbled to the
ground, the doors will still be
standing,
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XU SPLITS SIX GAMES, NOW 15-5

~ame we•·e '·Frog" Slania, Mike
By RICHARD ARENAS, News Sport& Reporter
On April 12 the MuEkies Baseball Team impi'O\'ed its Gundy. Dan HoJiman and Rich
Clifford. Slania received the loss.
recol'd to 13 and 2 by beating Bcllarmine College. Tim Jn the second game sophomore
llooney picked up his first ,·ictory in his first start of tne standout John Tepe held the
Ieason. Jim Hoff highlighted the game by bitting a home Golden J'lashes to three J'Uns in
the lirst live innings, He was
run into left field vdth one man on.
in l'he lifth inning lor
removed
April 14, saw the Muskies drop - - - - - - - - - - - - a 4. to 2 decision in the eleventh double header at Kent State Uni= . John Pete1·son who struck the
innjng to Marshall. Jerry·.Feclerle ''el·sity. In the lirst game the next man out and retired 'the
side. The eixth inning ·saw a
went the distance giving up but Muskies collected 17 hit.s and parade of Xa\•ier pitchers walk.
two earned runs.
10 1·uns only to lose 13 lo 10.
to the hill and back to the dugOn April 15 Xavier played a Pitching for :Xavier· .i,n the first out. The game was called after
Ieven innings because of ·darkness. The .final score of the game
was Kent State 10 and Xa,•ier·
University 2. Tom Breving hnd
April 22-A t Indiana Central (<loublcheadcr) ·
aoix
hits in nine times at bat inApril 23-Villa Madonna · ·
cluding two home 1·uns.
April 24-At Dayton
Apt·il 26-Ta:ylor
Hunrr;t' for a •letory after
April 27-Eastern Kentucky (doubleheader)
three defeats ta. a row Xal'ier

teason to become one of the nation's leaders in three bsae hit~.
Jn the first inninl Tom Brevil')f
led otf with a wallr, Tom Hip
run wltb a •Hble.
8ins tollowed: witb a sacrffJee
The Musketeers. improved their bunt, and Gary Sheppard single...I
sec:ord at 15 and I by atopping. BrevJQ aeroa. O'Connell tMi,
ihe Dayton J'lyers '1 io f at U>lpled and went home on a bMI
Xavier Stadium. Rich Clifford 1hrow to third base. 'lbe . tb~r?
add anot~JP
picked up. his third victory by Jnnint saw Xavier
.
.
:run
to
ita
score
and
In
the fo.ura
limitinl Dayt_on to 4 runs while
atrlkiq out' .s. Tim O'Connell innlne, Xavier .ecwed three· m~·
'blaated his eillth klple ~ the run~ more than enoqh to wi».
lty burliar a tea bltier. Daa Boll•

• • eolleded iwo biis Ia three
at bate, dri11lar Ia tile winalar

(

·Baseball Games This Week

I

Hawl(.eye~s ·Sports

•owned the Uainrslty of Cili~
elanati 3 te %· at Haubner Field
Ia \Vhite Oak. 'ftm O'Conneli·

Quiz

picked up hie seeoacl victory of

the aeason aralnat ao' defea ..

By JOliN HOERNEMANN

1. Can you name the seven ways a batter can t•each first base?
2. When Mickey Mantle reported to Casey Stengel as a ro(lkie
in 1951, what position did he play?

They Said It

3. How many major league baseball records did Stan Musial hold

New York Knick star WiHi&.
Reed has come up with the
formula for beating the Lot
Angeles Lakers.

f.

6.

f.

7.

II.

9.
10.

when he retired?
Have there been any other cities besides New York w-hich
have had an inter-city World Series?
One of the most famous of World Series' goats made his
name" by making eight of his team's nine errol'S in a sevengame series. He was:
a) Fred Merkle
b) Roger Peckinpaugh
c) Mickey Owen
Who was the midget that Bill Vecck hacl go to bat for the old
St. Louis Browns'!
He twice hit three homers in one game during a single !eason, the only American Leaguer ever to do so. Can you name
him?
What stable has won more Kentucky Derbys than anyot.her
bam?
How many times did Eddie Arca1·o ride in the Kentucky De1·by?
Carl Kaufmann, a German, set a world's and Olympic 1·ecord
jn a track race that he ~id not win. How did this happen?
ANSWERS TO HAWKEYE'S SPORTS QUIZ

'S<M!q:l.ttl aqt O}U!
1UaA\ '.laA<lf.\Ol[ 'sp.tOaa.t lfl08: '.\,TOl:lJA atn .TOJ gpa.ta UaAy8 Sl!M
e11M Ull:l!.talliV Ul! 'SJAllQ SHO Se,\\ Sl! 'qsep Jal<llU-OOt aq} .TOJ
~UOO<lS 6'tt lll pawn S'llM UlllllUJOtl)l 'soydUIA10 6S6l ill!l lV
·p.toaa:r .hq.ma
• Sf syq.r. 'I96I ur pa.tna.t aq a.toJaq sa,q.taa <:!: uy apo.t aJPP~
·saae s,1aw
-nre:J ;o ]som 1lunppes S<luor uag .tauye.q tll!A\ SWJtl.f lawnyea
'l.!l6I U! 'swem!.M. paJ.
')l!!J,\\ 1l JOJ tl!ll;) qog .latplJd Ja1i!J. l!O.l}ilQ pill(.lOM
-a:me.reacTde <>nllear .tofew A{UO SJlj UJ Hi6l U£ oqM 'rapaeo il!PP~
·svy.tas !ll:6l aql lSOI weal S!t! se
•.a.~A:ercT ss<lpronr atn seM 'dolspoqs UOJ.llU!tiSe.M. e 'qllnodupf:>ad
'SJ<lUU!M aql <l.lala\ XOS
alfl pue sp.tea aq..r, ·sreuyp.te:J atn pa.\erd suMo.tg SJn<YJ 'lS
Jt61 <nn pue xos alJq.M. atn pa.heyd sqna o,lleoyq;) 90tH &qJ.
'Slf.tew an.:Jear .tofem Sl pue aJUJea'I reuoneN Zf> peq uels
•sanlltlil£ 1i!q aql aper.u vq uaqla\
•omsod ltlllt le uonae paiJutH s1uo Mes lnq 'dolspoqs e sela\ ag
·aoroqo s,.taprarJ (l. !<lotm.tapalll! (9 ~al(J.tls p.tytn do.tp uaql
~noalfJ.llS (!l ~.to.t.ta (t ~.taqoJ!d·A:q-nq (C ~lfieM (z ~l!q asea: ( 1

'C)l

·a
'8
'J.

After San Francisco had .be&t•
en the Lakers despite the ab• ·
sence of All-Star center Nate
Thurmond, Reed was quoted by
SPORT Mazagine as saying: "Jf.
Frisco can beat L.A. without
Thurmond, why shouldn't we,
We're without Thut:mond, too!"

• • •

Tony, telling Joe about his AI•
rican safari, said: "I bad a ball.
Even dated· a female g01·illa.
They're great. They believe evet•ything you tell them."

• • •

·s

When Bill Russell's sneaker
eame off during a recent NBA
game, Bill appeared to be waving
it in the air instead of trying to
get it back on,

·c
·z
'1

You, like any other lovable, clean-living, freckle-faced
American kid, want to be a BMOC. How can you make it?
Wen sir, there are several ways, none of which will
work,
You're too puny to be an athlete, too lazy.to be a valedictorian, and too hairy to run for Homecoming Queen.
As for becoming a best-dressed man, how are you going
to buy clothes with a miser for a father?
Are you licked then? Is there no way to make BMOC?
Yes, there is! And 1/0U can do it! Do what? This:
Become a hippie I Get cool! Get· alienated! Have an
Identity Crisis I Be one of the Others! .
Ho~? Well air, to become a hippie, simply follow thefle
five s1mple rules:
1. Read all of 'lblkien in the original dwarf.
2. Have your Sophomore Slump in the freshman year.
3. Wear buttons that say things like this:
NATIONALIZE DAIRY QUEEN
ASTHMATICS, UNITE
LEGALIZE APPLE BUTTER
HANDS OFF AIR POLLUTION
4. Go steady with a girl who has long greasy hair, a guitar, enlarged·pores, and thermal underwear.
5. Attend Happenings regularly.

Two of the sports world's most
eligible young bachelors, Red Sox
Slugger Tony Conigliaro and Jet
quarterback Joe Namath, were ·
discussing their favorite subject,
"females."

'8

·t

REQUIEM FOR A SQUARE

Explains Bill, "I sponsor that
brand of sneaker. Kind of subtle
advertising, you know. The soft
sell."

This last item may require some explanation, for it is
possible that Happenings haven't reached your campus
yet. Be assured they will because Happenings are the biggest coJlege craze since mononucleosis.
A Happening; in case you don't know, is the first formless art form. Things just happen. For exnmple, eighty
naked men come out and squirt each other with fire hoses
containing tinted yogurt. Then eighty more naked men
come out and light birthday candles in the navels of the
first eighty men. Then one girl, clothed, comes ·out and
puUs three thousand feet of sausage casing through her
pierced ear. Then eighty more naked men come out and
eat a station wagon.
There is, of course, a musical accompaniment to aU
these fun things. Usually it is "Begin the Beguine;• played
by 26 trench mortars, a drop forge, and a rooster.
There used to be, some years ago, still another requirement for becoming a hippie: a man had to have a beard.
But no longer. Beards were worn in the past not so
much as a protest, but because shaving was such a painful
experience. Then along came Personna Super Stainless
Steel Blades.
Today if you don't want to shave, weU, that's your
hangup, isn't it, baby? I mean when you've got a blade
like Personna that tugs not neither does it scrape, what's
your copout, man? I mean like get with it; you're Jiving
in the past. Shaving used to hurt, used to scratch used to
gouge, used to give you aU kinds of static. But riot since
P.ersonna~ It's a gas, man. It's a doozy; it's mom's apple
p1e. You d1g 1
I,mean, man, you stiJI want a beard? Crazy! But you
don t have to turn your face into a slum, do you? Shave
around t~e bush, baby, neatly and nicely with Personna.
I ~ean hke Personna comes in double-edge style and
InJector style too. I mean like any way you try it you
gotta like like it.
'

• • •

XU NETTERS, GARY STARK and TOM ORMOND, show some of
their tennis skill in a match earlier this week, I wish they would
bring in the results ol their matches so that they could be published.
-News (Kelley) Pl10to

C 1007, llu Bhulm..

ll~y, mtrn, like ho!D ?boul tlord1ling yo11r ahat~ing eool?
L•ke i101fJ trbo111 1vdt111g tho•e eraay 1vhiakeP1 111ilh •orne
Bllrnw·SIItlt~e? Like reg11lar or menll1ol? Like hnt!•

yo" got '' beller /rieml than your kia1er? Like ll'et" il
rigltt, righl? l"e·yel
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Tf/lzitey Ploscik

Coach Morse to Kenyon

ATHOS

By STEVE SLANIA, News Sports Reporter

'l'hese are. the lop-rated teame (not schedules) as determined by
• eomposite of the "experts" rankings. The point values at the right
.lftdicate the number of "Power Points" t·hat each of these "rat.!d
teams" M worth t~ another team's schedule if played on a neutral
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At Kenyon, Morse will be
Athletic Director, Head Football
Coach, and the.head of the Physi•
cal Education Department. Ken•
yon is in the Ohio Conference
(small college division of the
NCAA) and participates against
teams like Akron, Wittenberg,
Ohio Wesleyan, Capital, and
Denison,
In an interview with Coach
Morse, he had this to say con_.
cerning his departure:
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"I'm sorry io leave. It sure
was a hard decision, When you
enJoy doinl' sometbinr,' it's difficult to leave, In &hat respeet
I have no reason to ro. However,
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Bot Look Where th•
School's Schedule Rated:

SCHOOL

Of great value to the success of any team is the good
coacWng staff. A man who has given many hom·s to improve the play of the football and baseball teams at Xavier
is Coach Phil Morse. In addition to his coaching, Mr. Morse
teaches Physical Education courses .in both the undergraduate and graduate divisions: To those of us on campus
who know the effort that Mr. Morse put Into the programs here at Xavier, it is with sorrow but the best wishes
possible that we view his departure to the ·campus of Kenyon College in Gambier, Ohio. '
. .
.

69
68

6. ~ look at the top 25 "rated" teams (as determined by the
composite of the "experts" ratings) shows some surprises when
the team's Sehedule S&renath is compare·d wiih the Team Streartb.
Let's take a look at such a comparison:
BatInI'

Pace FIM

13th
lOth
41st
85th
73rd
I 67th
140th
64th
18th
114th
128th
6th
88th
76th
109th
61st
14th
41st
75th
76th
I 74th
8th
20th
154th
28th

A ranking of conferences and leagues based on the Strenrth ol
Schedules played by members of the conference during the 1966-67
season:

Intramurals
Senior Dave Lynch and Junior
Rich Donnelly won the intramural doubles handball chamiponship by defeating Senim·s
Jim Hahn and G1·eg Solomon in
two consecutive sets earlier this
week.
Entries are now being accepted
for Xavier championship tournaments in the following sports:
Archery, badminton (singles),
tennis (singles), and ho1·seshoes.
Report your entry at the Intramural office at the fieldhouse
or call Extension 391. Give your
name, address, telephone number, and the sport you intend to
compete in. The deadline for entry in all sports will be posted.
on the Intramural Bulletin Board
in the Student Center.

the opportunity to Improve myself both Jrofe.ionally and .ftunclaUy was presented to me
and I sboulda't &111'11 It down. The
kids I worked wi&b here at Xa't'ier UalversUy are tremendous
and it Is sure hard to pull Ult
roots. Also, if it weren't for the
ebance 1 r e e e I v e d here, I
wouldn't have retleived this fine
position at Kenyon. When their
offieials saw I was at Xavier, it
Impressed them,
My WOJ'k there will be teaching
theory and putting it into practice. Kenyon participates in 10
varsity sports and has a good
intramural program. I'll be responsible for the condition of
both, It is interesting that their
athletic budget is figured in with
that of the school. Obviously,
athletics there have a sound basis
and thet·e is not so much pl·essure f·inanclally.
It Is an honor that they want
me to take over the job there.
I'm going to have to work like
the devil. Their Physical Education program needs to be firmed
up, but our real challenge will
be with football. Kenyon has
only won two football games in
the past three years. The alumni
are behind us. You have to be
at least at .500 to be successful.

One recruiting difficulty is en•
trance requirements. A student
has to scot·e at least 620 on the
verbal part of the College Boards
to be admitted. In this respect
we compete a g a i n s t the Ivy
League schools for these boy!,
Also, an Ohio Conference rule
forbids going to visit the boy!,
We can't see them in person until
they are on the campus. The
Alumni will have to help us out
here. For example, they have t•
give us 8 to 10 good boys from
the Cincinnati area each year.
.we will spend most ot our time
recruiting in Ohio and the bor•
dering states."
One element which has impressed all who know Coach
Morse is his 100% effort which
he puts into his work. It would
be interesting to note that Mr.
Morse first went to work at the
age of 10 on a farm. He was on~
of nine children. Work seems tG
be a part of him and he wJU
always be respected for this.
When asked about the Athletic
depm·tment at Xavier, Coach
Morse had theSIII comments:
For Xavier to remain in com•
petition wltb Its schedule there
must be an improvement in the
facilities. By tbis I mean It needs
adequate bulldlna-s, playimr area,
lockers, and showers, and even
a rymnaslum. Tbis not only holde
true merely for our lnter-colleria.te eompeUUon, but the In·
iramural procram also.
"The young men hel'e at Xavier have enthusiasm in them
and they'll have to expend it.
We should help them use it in
favorable ways. That is part o! a
university's responsibility to th~
student."

DRINK
THE MILK
WITH THE
DELICIOUS
DIFFERENCE
IN TASTE.!

•

Intramural Softball Results
April 12- 6:00 p.m.
The D. F. Group-22, The Pirates-9; The Gapers-1, The
Raiders-12.
The games of April 13 were
postponed and will be played
May 9th.
Friday, April 14
6:00 p.m. - Undernourished
Nine forfeited to the 609'ers.
7:00 p.m.-The Polish Persons
forfeited to The Softball Team.

..

"Ctci•Ctll" 1nl "Co.." Ill lllhlorol IIHI·MIIll •~k· Uutlfr lnft ... fiiiiKIIf lh (lll.ftll (tlllfllf
. \ ·:·

"Which Conferences_ and Leagues Played the Toughest Scbellules?"
Ra.nll:

Conference or League

Avcrag·e
"Power PolntR"
per Member School

1 ·Missouri Valley Conference .. , ... 1048.6
2 Southeastern Conference ...... , .1035.0
3 Pacific Eight .............. , . , ... 1010.4
4 Atlantic Coast Conference .. ,, •... 937.5
5 Big Ten ..................... , .. 870.1
6 Western Athletic Conference., ... 839.3
7 Big Eight , , .•..•••••..• , ••.•• , . 818.8
8 Ivy League ..• , , • , .•. , , , .. , .• , , . 766.6
9 Mid-American ........... .- ...... 740.3
10 West Coast Athletic Conference ... 628.9
11 Ohio Valley Conference .. , •.•• ,., 620.1
12 Yankee Conference .... , , . , , , , .. , 598.5
13 Southwest Conference , • , , ·, .. , .. , ·559.2
14 Big Sky Conference ... , •••• , ••... 545.7
15 Southern Conference , ;. , ........ 528.9
16 Middle Atlantic Conf. (Univ. Div.) 522.5

Which Conference
Mcmhcr Played
Toughest Schell.?

Wichita State
Kentucky
Washington
Wake Forest
Ohio State
Arizona State
Missouri
Brown
Miami (Ohio)
San Francisco
Eastern Kentucky
Massachusetts
Texas Christian U.
l\'Iontana State
George Washington
LaSalle

'
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A ranking of the schedules of Independent Teams in the various
areas of t'he country based on the Strength of Opponents faced during the 1966-67 season:
Rank of Area

1
2
3

4
6

Area of Countr:r

Av. "Power Pts."

Western , •..• I,., ..•. I. 803.7
793.7
Midwestern
Southern ••••••••••••• • 723.4
Eastern ••••• , ••••••••• 704.6
Southwestern , , •• , •••• , 653.2
1 •••• 1 ••••• 1

utah State
Notre Dame
Georgia Tech.
Villanova
Texas Wcstel'D

Coca-Cola adds extra fun to datlng-stnale or double. That's because Colee has
the taste you never get tired of. , , always refreshing. That'I whr things go better
with Coke , , • after Coke • , ,.a,.er Coke,

e

The Coca-Cora Bottfina Works Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Pa~e
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U.S. Stand

Just~

By DAVE TIIAJ)IANN

nave 'Thomann, a junior from C£ncinnali, offers !tis mlionale
for U.S. involvement 1.11 l'iclnam.
As the efforts of certain qucstionable committees and movements to end the war in Vietnam
rise to an unintelligible pitch this
early spring, I feel it is time to
refute the Vietniks and theit· untenable position concerning
American involvement in the
war in South Vietnam.
This so-called "peace'' position
has been expounded in the XU
News more than once with the
last inational reflection appearing only last week. Not so much
in answet· to Mr. Maloney's article of April H do I write; no,
I write to show that America's.
po~ition in Vietnam is not only
just but also completely moral.
li would seem that the Vietniks
base their anti-war stand on two
basic Issues: 1) Ameriu should
not even be fightiug in Vietnam,
and 2) Ameriea's efforts and
tacties to win the war are eruel
and inhuman.
I fail to see why ar how any
socially-oriented, self-respecting
man can reject the reasons why
America is defending South Vietnam. We are in Vietnam to defend the rights and freedom of
the ·Vietnamese people and thus
to se<:ure our own rights and
freedom.
It is folly to think that if the
Communists were allowed to take
Vietnam they would be satisfied
and thus become peace-loving,
law-abiding humanital'ians. ·
In the words of Al Smith,
"Let's look at Lhe record!' Ever
since its inception, Communism
has attempted to subvert and de.;;tmy other nations in the world.
Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, Eastet·n Europe, China, Cuba have all
been snared by the Red menace.
Did the Communists halt their
criminal efforts at wol'ld-wide
domination after they look control in Latvia and Eastern
Europe'! after China? after
Cuba?· If the Reds were allowed
to take South Vietnam, it would
simply whet their appetites for
Thailand, India, the Philippines.
The United States has a moral

-------------obl4!ation to defend Vietnam. Every person has fundam!!nlal human rights, such as life, .lib!!t·ty,
and t h e pursuit of happiness.
These rights should be pmtected
because those possessing them
art:! human persons. Viltot'ia and
Suarez held this when they said
that human sacrifice of pagan
nations is true cause for a just
war of intervention. Now, what
is the difference between pagans'
sacrificing human Jives on the
altars of idolatry and the godless Communists' mur·del'ing and
pillaging of the people in the
marshes and countryside of Vietnam? If nations are justified in
intervening to stop human sacrifice, why is not America justified in intervening in Vietnam
to stop the reign o{ terror which
the V.iet Cong are spreading?
Any ndion which Is surrerinc
accression, murder, pillare, and
terror as South Vietnam is now
at the hands of tbe VIet Cong
and &be North Vietnamese has a
dub' to her people to ask for
help, South Vietnam has asked
for help. The .u. S. bas answered
that plea. We have Intervened in
VIetnam to ri~ht the wanton
-.iola,ion of basic humaa ri~bts
perpe,rated b,. 'he 'Viet Con~ on
the South Vietnamese.
Why do the Vietniks fail to
see this? They claim war is
w-rong but thi:; is not necessuily
true. A war to defend human
rights is entirely moral and, in
my opinion, obligatory.
America is also charged with
indiscriminate murder and destruction in Vietnam. Even a
easual look at any daily news~
paper will testify to the fact that
America discriminates to an
"umpteenth" degree in her bombings and military operations, Na
othet· nation in all the histot·y
of warfare has been so careful
to avoid killing civilians as the
U. S. has in Vietnam. Any civilian causalties caused by the
United States are accidents pure
and simple.
The anti-war gang screams to

Moral

high heaven when civilians are
killed by U. S. bombs and ar·tillery. Do they even whisper a
protest when civilians are purposely maimed and butchered by
the Viet Cong? I know that two
wrongs don't make a right; however, it seems stupid and unfair
not to distinguish between accidental killing and premedhited
murder.
I have been told that the Vietnam war is a tactical phase in
World War Ill. It would seem
logical to try to win this limited
phase and thus to prevent it from
turning into an unlimited nuclear
holocaust. The sufferings of the
South Vietnamese and the damage to th!! countryside are hOJ·rible prices to pay; and yet, in
defense of one's fundamental
rights, no price is too high to
pay.
I ask these questions: Is it
bettet· to be a slave than a free
man? Is it just for one country
(like Nm·th Vietnam) to mercilessly attack a neighboring counh·y for the sole purpose of subjugating the inhabitants and
exploiting t h e territory? Is it
practicing Christian love and
brotherhood to stand by and let
a t•uthless bully (like North Vietnam) beat and terrorize a victim
(like South Vietnam) who can't
defend himself?
The Vietniks fail to see the
rationale of America's defense
of South Vietnam and her people.
I fail to see the logic or the
morali,,. of the Vietniks' posi- ·
tion. Christianity and brotherhood·, which the anti-war "philosophers" · claim to support,.
would only whither and die un-·
der Communism. This has been
proved over and over again in
the countries which the Reds
conquered.
If the Vietniks are as interested
in Christianity as they claim,
I would like to know how they
can reconcile this interest with
their support of anti-Christian
Communism. I look for an intelligible reason why Mr. Maloney and his fellow travelers
oppose America's defense of basic
human rights. All I have heard
from them to date is sheet· hypocl'isy.

-New• (Kelley) Photo
FROM OUT OF THE STONE AGE, it's the Brockman HaD i&uana, legy, shown here in his third fioor
home, in a moment of .reflection after dinner.

''Iguana Johnny'' Shows Off Pet
II~

BOB WILHELM, News Reporter

Like most Musties returning
home from the annual Florida
exodus, J o h n Cannosino was
clutching a souvenir of his trip.
Or rather his sou v e n i r was
clutching him. Brockman Hall's
newest donnie is a two and a
half foot long Iguana.
Unable to c a t c h one of the
small chameleons c o m m o n to
Florida, John purchased the lizard from a pet shop as a gift for
his gil'l, who "just didn't have a
place to put it." So "Iggy," as
be has been christened, is now

living happily in an improvised
bookcase-shelf cage in room 317.
Tbe llunl Is ranl:r ReD Ia
Florida, since I& Is • a t I .,. e &e
Sou&la Ameriea. Jo...'s .-e& k a
lll'la& ,..een eolor aDd a..., two
and a laalf feet ...... el wblela
oae and a half feet i8 tail. He
eouW easiiJ' &TOW te foar w fin
feet lonl'. His diet eealilts IDGSt•
l:r or lettuce, tomatoes, and bananas, but memory of tile ''Godailla" 111ovies Blakes It dlffleult
to think of the pet u a atrie&
vecetarian. John repoda that the
lhard Ia really qalte friendly,

Tlr a11d Pl

Bill Ballner

ht U IINYMet will.. Us lonr
taU . . . _..tclaea wttla Us toeDalls.

.John keeps a 150-watt bulb
trained on ·the cage to simulate
his pet's native cUmate, but even
so Iggy became ill in his new
home. So J:obn ted him vitamin
drops through a medicine dropper, and took the precaution of
getting d o r m chaplain Father
Quinn's blessing for his ailing
Iguana. As of press time, the
Iguana was well and lively, and
quite contented being the center
of ath·action o.f Brockm~n's third
floor 1·esidents.

Complaints and Retnedies
tJomplaint: The actual subject
matter that's supposed to be cov-:
ered in the course is in fact never
covered. Much of the time is
wasted and the class and teacher
never get around to the real
p rob 1 e m s. Remedy: Spend
class time discussing the really
important m~~et•ial and skip the
less essential points to get more
time to coneentrale on the significant stuff. And get the students to realize this and respond
appropriate!~ to the changes.

encourage students to consult the
teachers before, during and after
elass, to get to know them better
on a personal level. And the students should take advantage bJ'
signing up for HIP classes in
thcit· fields of interest and use the
time the teachers offer for talk to
best advantage.

Complaint:· The material and

make, or even considet·· making,
a commitment in his cout·ses.
There is na appeal to change
himself, to make himself a new,
different, and better person as
the result of his learning,

teacher(s) ate boring and uninteresting. The subject matter,
anyway, by ·nature shouldn't be
as dull as it is made out to be,
either by textbooks or prof1!ssors,
or both. Sometimes the leaching
and textbook, authors c a n b. e
downright
in quality, and
here, too, there does not seem to
be any r e a1 reason why they
should be this way. Remedy: Let
the teachers try to enliven class
presentations (and themselves)
and give the students a more
tl'active picture of the subject
matter. And get the students to
ask intelligent questions to lift
class discussions and show some
interest in the matet·ial to encourage the teacher.

poor

at-

Complaint: C 1 a s s e s are too
large and too many of the students in them don't give a damn,
and so make ·themselves· a dr:a1
on those who are interested.
There's not enough time to answer all the questions and deal
with the students on a more personal level. · Remedy: Make the
classes smaller, . increase t h e
number of HIP classes· and ·ex··
tend ·this concept ·to· other departments besides Philosophy;

Complaint: A major cause ol'
sel'ious student ailments (and
"deaths") in theology and philosophy especially: thet·e is nG
personal demand made on the
student. He is not called ta

The classes and teachers never
really reach him, they don't get
iside of ·him and kind of gnaw
at him·, bother him, move him to
act. The student never feels as
if he is being affected, as if the
subject matter contains a message tha~ . applies to him in particular, one that he can't ignore
or slough off, one that forces him
to look up, wake up, and make
choices and. decisions, become
aware of who (or what) he is,
force· him to be concerned because be's invol\'ed and what is
going on means something to him
personally. Remedy: direct the
class to. each and every stu<lent
as an individual, .• ; the teacher
should ·be. trying to reach; to get
the student to Tealize that this is
for him, at:td not just to b~ 'discarded after the test. And the
students ought to respoad: only
··in answering will the cailers feel
that what they're doing is worth· while.
·

I The. News Asks You I
The Question: Do yoa think
X.U. shonld· I'O eo-ed! ·

You have to
consider a lot
of factors. A
Jot of guys
came here because. it was a
J e s u i t, allm a I e institut~on, but after
Jim Williams, '65 · h a v i n g been
Breelunan Hall . h e r c f o r a
"'hile they realize that many
things, socially, are lacking. Actually it's a matter of convenience. Yes, I'm in favor of it, but
I forsee problems with dorm life
•nd a diffet·ent aocial atmo-.
sphere. At fh·st the classrooq1 atmosphere would be tense, but
after a while the guys would
relax. Then too it would be interesting and infot·mative to have
gh·ls' point of view on the different topics during class ciiscuasions.

Yes, because
don't see
how one can
t·eceive an education p 1· epa ring one for
life in such a
closed a t m osphere.
I don't
Patty LaGnD&'e,
think
girls
'70, Cincinnati
should attend X.U. in the present situation because the guys
are paying their money to attend
Xavier and if they wished to attend a co-ed school they would
have enrolled elsewhere. Xavier
should go co-ed completely.
I

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
1111

··--eQ ....
EVANSTON

Oae Block Soutb of Da111
Few Blocks Nortb of tbe Dorm

Gruber Chairman
Of Endowment Fund

IACHROI SEIVICE
FLUFF DIY IUNDLES

Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor,
S.J., Xavier U~iversity president,
baa annouoced Leonard J. Gruber as general chairman of the
11167 Living Endowment Fund
campaign of. the xu Alumni Association.
The d r i v e got under way
Thursday, March 30, at a reception and dinner at 5:30 p.m. ·in
the University Center Building.:
P1·oceeds from the dt·ive will go
toward construction of a new
campus facility, the Center for
Human nevelopment, which will
house various education and ps)'•
cology department programs.

••·HOUR_SDIVICae
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British, American Education
.Compared by Visitor
BJ JOHN GETZ. News Edltor-ID-Cbld

"Brltlsb college students are left mucb more on their
ewn than are their American counterparts," stated Dr.
Bruce Mitchell, professor of English literature at Oxford
University in an exclusive interview with the News earlier
tbJs semester.
Dr. Mitchell and his wife visited the Xavier campus as guests
et the Xavier department of English, for which the- Australianborn scholar delivered two lectures, "Anglo-Saxon Lite as Seen
in Old English Literature" and
"''l'he LaDguage of Chaucer."
Basing his knowledge of American students on his experience
this year as a visiting professor
at Brown University, Dr. Mitchell termed them "very keen,
enthusiastic, and hard-working."
"An important thing. to re•embel' is &hat Enclisb boys and

EDUCATOa MJTaiBLL

airls speelalbe 1nuelt earlier than
t h e I r Amerieaa eounterparts.
Most En~r&lt atadenta be«in speeializatlon around &be ace of 16
at school," he eontinued.
Colleges attempt to capitalize
on this specialization. "In the
Oxford Honors Schools the college student studies just his one
subject, although he is expected
to know any literature, history,
and art ·necessary to the study of
that subject." ·
"Pass,courses," by which a student studies- three or four subjects, although very uncommonly
at Oxford, are in evidence at
other colleges. Dr. Mitchell describes them as "roughly analogous to American Hberal aa·ts
colleges."
Commenting on student-faculty
ratios, Dr. Mitchell pointed out
that most of the u,nderJraduate

work at Oxford, Cambridge, and
the other major universities in
England is done by tutorial sessions, with one teacher to one or
two students.
With this tutorial setup, lecture
attendance is voluntary, the tutorial sessions being considered
. far more important.
An examination is administered after the students have
been at college for five months.
No more are given for thr~
years, when the student concludes his collegiate program
(British students spend only·
three years in college). Also required for graduation are nine
three-hour papers and an oral
eomprehensive exam.
Emphasizin~ the readinc de ..
manded of British university students, Dr. Mitehell explained
that the schOol year is divided
into three eicht·week terms. two
six-week vaeations, and one 16week vaeation. "On these vaeation periods the students are expected to read quite a bit. I al·
ways alve my craduates and undergraduates an informal test
when they eome baek to make
eure they have read."
When questioned a b o u t the
traditional idea of English education being far more Selective
than American, which seeks to
educate more people longer, Dr.
Mitchell offered that opinion that
"This is gradually becoming less
true as more and more colleges
are being formed in England.
The situation now is that most
qualified students in England can
get into a college somewhere, although they might not get into
the college of the-ir ehoice.
"Furthermore, once they get
in, they take a means test and
are given aid very libea·ally by
the state if they need it."
American Uterature· Is "not
mueb studied at Oxford, at least
by the underl'raduate, altboacb
some other colleces. sueb as Sussex, are bulldiDI it •p," aeeordinr to Dr. Mitchell.
Oxford concerns its s t u d y
chiefly with English literature
Jrom the beginning to 1920, "with.
little focus on .literature since
World War 1," the lecturer observed, "since people read this
literature themselves and the
feeling is tbat they d011't want
·teach~rs interfering with this."

XU YR's Attend Conference;
Public Service Stressed
Four members of the X. U.
Y. R. club, Dan McNamara, Bill
Atkinson, Bob Gorin and Bert
Freeman, participated last Saturday in a special conference on
public servic~ in America which
was beld at the Sheraton-Columbus Motor Inn in Columbus under the joint auspices of the Republican National Committee and
the Republican State Central and
Executive Committee of Ohio.
'J'he Conference was part of a
nationwide pro g r a m, entitled
''Opportunities, U n I I m i t e d,"
which seells to demonstrate to
young Americans that they can
exercise a positive influence on
pablie affairs by choosinc a career in public serviee and by
becomioc active In a political
)NU'ty.
While the purpose ol the prot&·am is to persuade college students who ha,·e shown a potential for leadea·ship to adopt the
Republican Party as their instrument of political .expression,

Bernstein.- Hermits Seen Tuesday
Leonard ~ernstein a.n d Herman's Hermits, as diverse a musical pairing -as· could be coiK!eived, have been brought together
for a CBS :New color special,
..Inside Pop- The Rock Revolution." ·The General Telephone &
Electronics' musical documentary
produced •
David Oppenheim

those attending the Conference
&'erlect a broad Cl'oss-section of
viewpoint and experience. Participants were chosen on the basis
of recommendations offer·ed by
deans, faculty members, and officials of student organiz<ltions
at co II e g e s and universities
throughout Ohio.
Governor James A. R.hodes delivered the Keynote Address at
the HOpporiunities, Unlimited"
Confea-ence and United States
Senator ClfffDrd P. Hansen ef
Wyominc issued an "Invitation
to J>olitical Leadership." Other
speallers were Republican State
Chairman John S. Andrews. Ohio
Concressman Cbarles A. Mosher,
and Concressman Donald W. Jliecle, Jr. of Michigan.
Seminars were held concerning
caree&· opportunities in Federal,
State and Local Government, The
Mass Media, Private Sector Public Affairs Programs and Social
Service, Government and Private
Jnternational Programs, and the
Academic World.

Ta ers.

will air on Tuesday, April 25th
(10-11 p.m., NYT).
A veritable potpourri of the
"pop" music hierarchy will air
their views or their music on the
telecast. IIK!luded are members of
the Beach Boys, the Byrds, the
Hollies, the Association, in addition to the Beatles and MGM'a
Hermits.

Play it amert In the trim ivy
atyling of A-1 Teper• slacks I
Th•e'a a gallery of sharp
NO-IRON fabrics and new
colors for guya who
ineiat on tiM eutMntic I

TERRY HUGHES- Representing

throu1h man has been i&nited in
you, why not pursue an investig•
tion of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his lite to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most important decision of your life. Write for
it today.

3330 READING ROAD

NEW AND USED CARS

"SPORTS

R.-e: 3ZI·'71M

-PHONES-

~Aft

MINDED?"

c... owi &e ou ·wniQue aporia ..., ee•ter a . . • • •
1. SELL YOUa CAR •••
Z. BUY ONE OJ' OURS, NEW · oa 1JSED • , • or,
3. RAVE 1JS SERVICE YOUa IMPORTED BEAU'l'Y.

""ic'

hw weJuta&lea Ia ..... on esptn, ••dkatH
to•
i.ac ....11 of Imported eara. 'l'rJ •• ••• aoea.

£LL ••II••

AUTOSPORT, INC.

At neariJy eampus stores,

Cincin11a1i"s E.'tcl,sive Alfa Romeo Dealer
1135 Moatco•erJ

aoa•

Phou 193-0090

Open M•ll4ar, We4nndar, .,.. fridar 'til 9 P.M.

• The Paulist Father is a 11odera
JWH in every sense of the word. He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contempor~ry
ways to work with, for and among
100 million non·Catholic Americans. He is a missionary to his own
people- the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to fu~
till his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal

a If the vital spark of serving God

HOCKS BUICK COMPANY·
B..._: HI-33M

The XU student body is reminded of the fast- arriving
Spring Weekend, '67. Tickets for
the dances may be purch<1sed
sta1·ting next week at the ticket
booths in the University Center.
Donations for the dances will be
$3.50 for Fridny night, $5.50 for
Saturday night, and a combination ticket, good for both evenings, may be obtained for ~8.00.

•

... write: A·1 llotzin Co.,
1300 Sentee Street,
Los A.....ee, Celifomie lOotS

NATIONAL VOCATIONS DiRI:CTOR
PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

.._e Elalt
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".We Will Not Fight"-Protestors;
OCU Soph Views N. Y. Anti-War March

The Ambassador Theater used
the Academy Awat·ds as a clever
promotional bit; the proprietors
therefore booked Paul Scofield's
A Maa for All Seasons just 24
hours after it had bagged many
or the important awards, includ·
ing best actor and best pictut·e.

by TIJ.\1 SAVAGE

The following 1',~ a News Ea:clusive First Petson Repott by
Tim Savage, Xavier sophomore from Chicago. Srwage ?'e}Jol'f.~ his
impressions of last Saturday's Spring .Mobilization, which he at·
tended.
Saturday at 11:30 a.m. a crowd
of between 100,000 and 150,000
people assembled in Central Pat·k
to march in protest of the American position in Vietnam. Comnmnists, led by leader Gus Hall
marched hand in hand with such
groups as the Quakers, Mothers
fot• Peace in Vietnam, Students
for a Democratic Society, Pacifists and se\·cral other political
and t' c 1 i g i o u s contingencies.
There were no requirements as
to a.~e. race Ol' ethnic origin. A
common bond for peace throughout the world and especially in
Vietnam, theoretically motivated
all participants. W he the r the
theoretical moved from abstraction into the realm of actuality is
difficult to discern.
The vast majority of march-

ers made every effort to alienate
themselves from the conventional
standards of dress. This as a
means to an end or even in an
end i tsclf i.e.. for no reason
•.vh~1tsocvcr. is C'Crtainly not dangerous or peculiar ot· even worth
discussing. Wh::1 t is dangerous,
what is sad. \\'hat is in a sense
truly sick, :111d what is, I belie\·c,
the ti'Uth, is th::1t people made
ph,vsical absurdity an end in
itself, I must not fail to point
out. however, tlwt it is exceedingly difficult to determine motivation and that I can only attempt to do so adequately. However, certain things arc extremely significant and are capable of
being interpreted.
Tilis was a movement of. antilnteUcctualism. Extreme emphasis was placed upon the emoti,ons of the J):uticitmnts. "Flower·
l't)wer,.'' an attempt to flee h·om

today's soelety back to the purity
and love of nature, exemplified
by the wearin~ of yellow clarfodil'l, is I believe an extremely sensitive expr·ession of the
beauty to be found in nature.
This movement capiivated a Jar~e
minor·ity of individuals and I
cannot help but think that they
were so enthralled by this Ideal
that they failed to see the r·elationshlp between this asthetfc
love of beaut.y and war.

The firm version of Robert.
Bolt's play comes on strong; it
is an engaging movie to say the
least, and Scofield is truly su•
perb as Sir Thomas More, the
sixteenth century judge 1.vho
alone must follow his conscience
in refusing to consent to Henry
VIII's break from the Catholic
Church.

Draft Card burning manifested itself. as an expression of an
extt·cmely small minol'ity of individuals who wished to express
their distaste for the present laws
guiding the Selective Sen· ice Sys•
tem and moreover of their complete relu•ctance to adhere to the
imposed laws. By their action
they hoped to suggest the possibility of saying no to the military and to initiate a sustained
movement of resistance to the
draft with the eventual end of
the entire system. Theit· action
was mei with immense ancl extremely significant approval by
the \·ast majol'ity. Whether by
this manifestation of their ideas,
they helped or hindered their
cause rests with each individual.

were not sincere, ihat they real•
ly did not exact11 know what
they were doing ot· if they did,
they did not know exactly why
they were participating, The
danger does not lie in the expression of thought; U does how•
evea·, lie in the her·d-like reaction
of the masses. No r·ational and
well meaning man would attack
the symbol of freedom as a chantiel to per·pctuate his ideas.

The American Flag· was burned
a small gTOUJ) of apparent
amll·chists. This gr·oup "'"" so
small t.hat they themselves are
of no particular significance;
howcvea·, what is important is
that a substa.ntial gr·oup of people suppoa·ted this action. This
is OJ)en advocation ot revolution.
I believe the masses, so im•olved

"We will not fight," was the
chant of the youth in New York
City, April 14, 1967. I sincerely
believe that the masses were actually unaware of the implic:ations involved in their utterances
and that if those few who were
aware of the consequence in turn
actually were sincere, only the
!u!tu·c will tell the results.

b~·

TIM SAVAGE
••• mob acti(}n dangel'ous

Loretta Yout•g Winds Up Forum

,,

1'he final talk in this year's
Forum Series will be given by
Miss Loretta Young, who will
speak on "Christian Refinement
in the Secular City."
l'Iiss Young- w a s invited to
•peak here because of the out•tanding impression she left with
&he students who attended &he
Alpha Sigma Nu fiftieth anniver-

sar·y meeting at Creighton University In 1965.
Miss Young asked for ten
questions from students to assist
her in the preparation of her
talk. A special student group
worked with Tom Hermes in
framing these questions:
1. At first sight "Christian Refinement in the Secular Cit.y"
sounds like a contt·adiction in
terms. Can the "seculm· city" be
concerned with Christian refinement?
2. What Is refinement? Is refinement necessal'il,Y Chri~tian?

3. What is the role of the
Christian woman, the intellt:ctual,
and the university, in refining
the secular city? Can the arts
direct this refinement'? Will there
develop a Christian aesthetic?
4. Are we to be refined in a
particularly Christian way, and
if so, how? Is to be Christian
itself to be refined'?

The talk is slated for April 26
at 8:15 p.m., in the Armot·yAuditorium. General admission
$2.0·0; stuclen ts from any school
75c. Xavier students with LO.
cards will be admitted ft·cc.

TIME INC.

LORETTA YOUNG

MIKE'S
Barber Shop
(Under New

Throughout the movie, however·, one thought prevented my
enjoying it as fully as I might
have: "The movie would be great
as a play • • •. this scene would
be so much more effective on
stage" • • • and so on. As you
know, the movie was adapted
ft•om the play of the same title,
a fact which was rather obvious
in viewing the film. If you missed
the play, be sure and see the
movie. Thomas More, through the
lips of Scofield, gives the audience much food for thought,
Of the major movies of the
past year, my own preference fot·
"best film" award would still be
Who's Afraid of Virg-inia ·woolf?
I see clearly, however, that such
a presentation would have inflamed puritanical consciences
throughout the country. The
same, I believe is true of The
Sand Pebbles, which was, rather
than morally, politically unsafe
io choose for so great an award.
This is no sout• grapes on my
part; all three were excellent
movies, anyone of them could
have been a winner last year.

Michaelangelo Antononi's Blow
Up may leave one somewhat bewildered at the conclusion. What
was the movie about? It is about
H mod photographer (brilliantly
portrayed by David Hemmings)
who accidentally photographs a
murder that he discovers by successive enlargements of his pictures- or at. least I interpreted
the murder as real but in Anto·
noni's world of enigmas even this
is noi entirely clear.
It really doesn't seem to mat·
ter too much whether or not th~re
was a murder, since nobody will
listen fo the photographer's story,
except ·the fellow next door's

A.;~

''~~to KNOW and CARE
WESTERN HILLS

PLAA

CaiDJJUS Re11resentative

~IISS

~~J-im-Lu-ken_E_N_C_O_R_E__]

NE.v'IOilift ®

Tll\IE INC., publishers of TIME, LIFE, and SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, has an opening for a Campus Representative at your
school. Join out· nationwide network of over 500 representatives
in a well-established sale,- and marketing program in operation
more than 40 years. E::1rn $100 to $1,000 in COMMISSIONS
by making subscl'iptions to these widely read and respected
magazines available at Special Student Rates. Eat·n extJ·a Jo'EES
!'or market research and special projects. No previous experience necessary; no paper work or billing. All instructions and
selling materials supplied FREE. Write today to:

mistress. And she doesn't really
think the pictures are that im·
portant.
The film Is full of complex
symbolism and has probably as
many interpreters as it has had
views; Interwoven in the beautiful t a p e s t r y of the film are
themes of the nature of reality,
the relationship. between mean•
ing and reality, art and reality,
and art and the artist. (A painter
in the film won't sell his work
till he discovers what it is.)
Perhaps m ore imporant., the
film examines the possibility of
involving one's self in reality and
unreality.
Antononi fs the real star of
the film and his fascinating look
at mod society and cultut·e will
keep you engrossed from the first
appearance of his. nonce characters till their final "tennis game."
As I !!aid, you may not entire•

ly understand Blow Up when you
fit•st leave the theater. (You might
not entirely understand it the
second or third time either.) But
you will know that Michaelangelo Antononi has given you one
of the most fascinating, most
complex, and most memorable
motion pictures that you will
ever see.
-Jack Patton.

Leisure
hour .
comfort!
Everyday Favorite!

eANVA!I

GXFORD

lreathable Army Duck 11 seff.foote lined
lor Coolness, Comfort and, is Non-Chafing,
full Sponge Cushion. Insole, with Doublt
IHeet cushion.
Women•s$10.00 Mtn't SU.OO
luniors' $10.00
w

Terrific Traction on Any
Type

RACQUET
OXFORD

Breathable Army Duck Is self·loose line4
for Coolness, Comfort and, Is Non-Chafl~l·
Built·ln Sponge Cushion Arch, Full cush1o11
Insole and, Double Heel cushion. Wingecl
Design Toe Bumper aives Lonaer Wear,
l'ole"'s White, Wide Only, 5·14. $11.011

Care-Free Comfort!
''"")''
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Everyday Favorite!

TOI'·SIDER
MOCCASIN

Hand·Crafted Elk-Tanned cowhldt ttmli~t
sort with proper care. Flexible an~ Lichto
woight. Sperry Top Sider anti·lhP IOIIo
Men'a 1nd Wom•n'a $21.08

TIME INC. College Bureau, Time & Life Bldg.,
Rockefeller Center, New York, N.Y. 10020
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3858 Montgomery Rd.
At Cleneay
Ju'll li win.,, t'rom :111 Xuvicr
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Special Discount
To All Xavier Student.

lust Show Your J.D. Card

GILBERT AVE. CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH, Inc.
2131 Gilbert Avenue, Cincinnati, Oble

101 McBRADY, Class of '"· Sales Representative
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